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I Global context 
· China is the most important experiment in the laboratory of globalization 
· That means we must take the global context seriously in assessing Chinese prospects 
· My basic global premise is that an unbalanced world is in serious need of rebalancing 
· The coming global rebalancing will involve all major countries in the world—including the US, Europe, Japan, 
and even China  
· This rebalancing will entail important transitions for all 
II China’s context  
· China’s extraordinary accomplishments over the past 27 years speak for themselves 
· China has an unparalleled growth and reform story—the likes of which the modern world has never seen 
· The evolution of China’s economy from state-owned to market-based can be broken down into two phases:  
* Phase I: Resource mobilization phase—investment and export-led  
* Phase II: Self-sustaining domestic demand phase—led by private consumption 
· China is now at a critical juncture—it must figure out how to go from Phase I to Phase II—from an externall y-
led economy to an internally-supported economy 
· This will not be an easy transition 
III A tough starting point 
· China begins this transition from a very challenging place—an extremely unbalanced economy of its own 
· Fixed asset investment and exports no wcollectively account for more than 80% of Chinese GDP; they are still 
growing at close to a 30% y-o-y rate 
· Investment share actually hit 54% on the third quarter of 2005 
· This is not a sustainable recipe—leads to excess capacity and deflation risks on the supply side and trade 
frictions and protectionist risks on the external side.  
· Private domestic consumption—the driver of the domestic demand phase—fell to a record low of only 42% of 
Chinese GDP in 2004 
· Consumption deficiency reflects the combination of massive layoffs from SOE sector together with a very 
deficient social safety net 
· Getting to Phase II will be critical for China as it completes its evolution to a vibrant market-based economyI 
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· China’s manufacturing-led strategy has been a powerful element of its spectacular growth successes over the 
past 27 years. 
· Given China’s infrastructure, urbanization, and industrialization imperatives, there is a natural bias to 
investment led growth. But even allowing for those imperatives, there is now an investment overhang that must be 
addressed. 
· The balance between manufacturing and demand is currently “external”—i.e, heavily dependent on US exports. 
The balance needs to shift more toward a more sustainable “internal” equilibrium—especially in light of the coming 
consolidation of the American consumer, China’s biggest export market.  
· China’s new balance—manufacturing and internal consumption. 
V Five suggestions on what China needs to do in order to make this transition work: 
· In the worlds of Premier Wen Jiabao, as expressed in his Work Report at this year’s National People’s 
Congress, China needs to commit itself to “vigorously stimulating private consumption.” 
· China needs to emphasize the establishment of a more secure social safety net in order to deal with job and 
income insecurity; these would include a national social security system, a private pension system, employment 
insurance, worker retraining, and a job placement mechanism 
· China needs to focus on new sources of job creation to compensate for job losses in SOE sector. The logical 
candidate is services—which accounts for only 32% of Chinese GDP, the lowest portion of any major economy in 
the world. Under the market-opening initiatives agreed upon for WTO accession, there is extraordinary potential in 
the Chinese services sector. 
· China needs to move away from a system of administered price setting and administered interest rates and 
foreign exchange rates. Its increasingly market-based economy needs market clearing prices, interest rates, and 
foreign exchange rates. The current mismatch between an increasingly privatized economy and the central-planning 
legacy effects of set-determined pricing is a recipe for the misallocation of resources—exemplified by the property 
bubble in coastal China 
· China needs to pay greater attention to the increasingly important interplay between its economic and 
geopolitical considerations 
* Bi-lateral trade tensions with the US 
* Currency policy—peg to managed peg may not be the answer 
* America’s twin deficit pitfalls 
VI Conclusions 
· I am confident that China will seize the moment and rise to the occasion—just as it has at other critical junctures 
in its 27-year journey down the road of reform. 
· A key transition is now at hand  
· The heavy lifting of China’s own rebalancing will require it to go beyond the phase of resource mobilization 
· I look forward to seeing the next Phase of China’s transition lead to the development of a vibrant consumer 
sector
· I am confident that China will surprise the world with its own rebalancing successes just as it has surprised the 
world repeatedly over the past decade 
IV Broadening the base 
